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Internship: Mergers & Acquisitions - Investment Search (f/m/div)*
Do you want to become a full-fledged member of the young and diverse Infineon Strategy and M&A department consisting of engineers and
business graduates? We are looking for a real team player who is fascinated by technology itself, but also interested in strategic, financial and
market aspects of technology. Do you seek an opportunity to gain insights of strategic topics for one of Europe’s leading technology companies?
Then this internship is a great opportunity for you!

Apply online now

Location: Munich 
Job ID: 362377
Start date: 01.10.2022 
Operating department: IFAG SMA MA

Type of employment: Full time 
Length of contract: Temporary 
Job splitting possible: No 
Hire4IFX: No

Job description 
For this opportunity, we expect you to identify and screen the competitive landscape for investment and partnership opportunities in some of
Infineon’s most exciting technology fields. This will be done in close, frequent alignment with business managers who define boundary conditions
and strategic search fields. 

Depending on your skills and performance, you may in addition be asked to: 

Own and drive project management of your work package
Create presentations for key decision-makers within Infineon and discuss project results on eye-level with business unit leaders
Develop and establish new advanced concepts and methodologies to push Infineon’s analysis of relevant strategic action fields to new
levels

Your profile 
You are best equipped for this task, if you: 

Study Business Administration, Economics, Business Informatics, Electrical, Mechanical, Industrial Engineering or related subjects at
a University
Also have a natural interest in financial and strategic business topics
Are currently in terms 4-10 (late Bachelor or Master) and have excellent grades (top quintile)
Excel with a structured way of thinking and working
Are a team player and show strong interpersonal skills
Are comfortable with analyzing complex data sets in Excel
Feel comfortable to discuss and present results within the team and to key stakeholders using PowerPoint
Have a very good command of English (German is a plus)
Knowledge, relevant working experience in semiconductor, strategy, finance companies, advanced analytics, big data, semantic search
methods and related software is a plus

Please attach the following documents to your application: 

CV in English
Certificate of enrollment at university
Latest grades transcript
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High school report

Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management,
smart mobility, and secure, seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

– You can find the headquarters of Infineon Technologies AG in Neubiberg – 

In Campeon, besides working towards our goal of being one of the most sustainable companies in the world, we are improving everyone's future
by making the technology of tomorrow. 
At Infineon, we are also very focused on work-life balance, so here you will be a step away from the center of Munich where you can surf in the
Englischer Garten and drink a fresh beer after work. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a
gender group. At Infineon we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse. 

Does this sound like just the right challenge for you? If so, we look forward to getting to know you! 
Apply online now 
(It only takes 90 seconds)

Contact the TAM team

Ayline Föll Talent Attraction Team 
Recruiter Profile
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